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Summary
Artel has developed SerumSub QualAssure, a serum-like reference solution with liquid handling properties that are 
analogous to several commonly used sera. SerumSub can help improve efficiency in automating assays containing 
serum, as it can be used to assist in liquid class optimization, volume verification, and calibration of automated liquid 
handlers (ALH). In this study we show the similarities of SerumSub to various commercially available mammalian sera. 

Introduction
Serum is the fluid extracted from whole blood after the blood cells, platelets and clotting factors have been removed.            
It contains many components such as glycosylated and non-glycosylated proteins, immunoglobulins, glucose, cholesterol, 
triglycerides, and a variety of salts and vitamins. Being such a complex fluid, serum is difficult to work with when performing 
clinical assays, whether using manual or automated processes. Physicians and scientists rely on accurate data and conclusive 
results to make critical decisions related to patient health, but because of the unique rheological properties of serum such as 
viscosity and density, it is difficult to achieve the results needed. 

Liquid Class Optimization 
Transferring an assay from a manual to an automated process involves selecting the correct hardware and labware, while 
accounting for temperature, time, sample and reagent volumes, and appropriate liquid classes. Liquid class optimization 
(LCO) is embedded within the volume selection of most automated liquid handlers, where one must select a liquid class 
best suited for the target solution. To complicate matters, liquid classes are composed of several sub parameters like 
leading air gap, trailing air gap, aspirate speed, dispense speed, immersion depth, tip withdrawal speed, etc. Simply relying 
on the automated liquid handler default liquid class is not advisable because each liquid class is dependent on the liquid 
being transferred, tips used in the transfer, temperature of the liquid, and specific liquid handler being employed. Without 
optimization, both the accuracy and precision of liquid transfers will be negatively impacted, leading to increased variability 
in assay results. When using a non-ideal liquid such as serum, manual adjustments that would be done instinctively by 
an experienced technician with a handheld pipette (slowing down the pipetting speed, pausing, etc.) must be explicitly 
programmed into the liquid handler when the assay is transferred to an automated system. 
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Ratiometric Photometry and Gravimetry Measurement Methods
To address this, scientists use a variety of methods to measure and verify volume transfers. Gravimetry, whereby assay 
reagents, pooled patient samples, or some in-house prepared concoctions are dispensed, weighed on a balance, and 
transformed to volume, is a widely used method.  However, this approach requires careful considerations. 

First, the balance needs to have a resolution that matches the volumes of interest and be placed in a draft- and 
vibration-free area. This approach is extremely sensitive to environmental conditions so it must be performed in 
a temperature- and humidity-controlled room. The relative density of each solution must be measured along with 
environmental factors for correct weight-to-volume conversions.  

This method also leads to waste of costly reagents or irreplaceable patient samples. Many laboratories opt to develop 
mimic solutions in-house by attempting to replicate their liquid type, but the behavior of solutions during aspiration 
and dispense are dependent on many factors, including viscosity, density, surface adhesion, surface tension, and 
temperature, that are challenging to replicate. 

Finally, since the assay automation will likely be performed in 96- or 384-well plates, even under the best conditions,   
only average volumes can be calculated, e.g., by row, column, or whole plate as is typically done in many laboratories. 
Well-by-well details are completely overlooked, unless taring, dispensing, and measuring every single well, which is  
simply not practical for multichannel systems.

Dual-dye photometry or ratiometric photometry, is a recognized method for micropipette calibrations as described in 
ISO 8655-7 and 8655-8, and for automated liquid handlers as described in the new ISO 23783 (previously IWA 15).       
The ratiometric photometry method employs two colorimetric dyes with distinct absorbance maxima at 520 nm (red 
dye) and 730 nm (blue dye). By measuring the absorbance of these dyes under defined conditions and applying the 
Beer-Lambert law, the MVS determines both the volume accuracy and precision of each channel in a multichannel liquid 
delivery device1.  

MVS technology, in addition to decreasing 
consumable costs, reducing testing time, and 
allowing users to observe data in greater detail 
like well-to-well comparisons, removes all the 
environmental considerations needed to perform 
gravimetric testing. This allows for the user to test 
in various locations with different environmental 
conditions without having to normalize the data.

In this study, we demonstrate the similarities 
in liquid handling properties of the latest Artel 
QualAssure solution, SerumSub, with various 
commercially available sera (e.g., horse, rabbit, 
rat, and human), using both gravimetry and 
ratiometric photometry. Our results show that 
Artel SerumSub provides a serum-like reference 
solution that can be used to assist in liquid class 
optimization, volume verification, and calibration 
of automated liquid handlers. SerumSub can 
reduce time and cost, while generating accurate 
and reliable results for assays containing serum.
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Materials & Methods

Instruments and Reagents
Data was collected using an automated liquid handler (ALH) and three 8-channel pipetting heads (10, 50 and 300 µL) 
in an environmentally controlled laboratory in accordance with ISO 17025. Sera from horse (Gibco 16050), rabbit (Gibco 
16120), human (Innovative Research IPLA-SER-AHBS) and rat (Millipore Sigma S24) were used in this study. The Sartorius 
MSA225S balance was used in the gravimetry experiments. Artel Multichannel Verification System (MVS), 96-well 
Verification Plates, MVS Diluent and two SerumSub QualAssure solutions were used: SerumSub A for volumes between 
50.00-200.0 µL, and SerumSub B for volumes between 10.00-49.99 µL.

Liquid Class Optimization 
Initial measurements were collected using a default serum liquid class on the ALH with the MVS. The process was then 
repeated making two or less adjustments per test until an acceptable precision (%CV) and relative inaccuracy (%RI) were 
achieved. Without optimization, both the accuracy and precision of liquid transfers can be negatively impacted, leading 
to increased variability in assay results. Relying on the default automated liquid handler's liquid classes is a good start, 
but as each assay has unique specifications, the parameters need to be optimized. Here, we recommend an easy 4-step 
optimization method with the MVS which is repeated until the results are optimized:

•  Dispense: Starting with the default parameters on the                 
    automated liquid handler, dispense Artel SerumSub QualAssure   
    Solution and Diluent into Artel Verification Plate.

•  Measure: After mixing on the plate shaker, read the plate on the MVS.

•  Assess: The MVS calculates volume accuracy and precision for   
    each well, and provides statistics.

•  Adjust: Based on results, adjust (as needed) parameters such as       
    aspiration speed, dispense speed, delay blowout, speed blowout   
    movement blowout, initial stroke, aspirate height, dispense height   
    and volume offset.

Equivalency Testing via Gravimetry
Predetermined liquid class settings were used for dispensing into a 96-well MVS Verification Plate. Mimicking typical 
procedures that might be used, the microanalytical balance was tared with the empty plate before it was moved to the 
deck of an ALH where the liquid transfer protocol was run. The ALH was used with an 8-channel pipette and therefore 
8 wells were filled with a single dispense step. The filled plate was then moved back to the balance and the mass was 
recorded. This process was repeated for all solutions at five target volumes: 10, 25, 49.9, 100, and 200 µL. All data was 
collected in an environmentally controlled laboratory in accordance with ISO 17025.

Ratiometric Photometry and Gravimetry Comparison
After filling and weighing the plate as described above, the same plate was then removed from the balance, and the wells 
were subsequently filled with the required volume of MVS Diluent before using the MVS to read the plate. 
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Results
Liquid Class Optimization 
The process of dispense, measure, assess, adjust is then repeated until the parameters allow achievement of the 
required volumes with sufficient relative inaccuracy (%RI) and coefficient of variability (%CV) (Table 1). In this example, 
the default liquid class from the automated liquid handler was used as a starting point. All values highlighted in red 
were predetermined by the manufacturer for the general class for serum and other similar fluids. The target volume 
of 9.9 µL was set and SerumSub was dispensed by the ALH and measured by the MVS. Both relative inaccuracy (RI) 
and coefficient of variability (CV) were unacceptable. Through a series of small adjustments to the liquid class settings 
based on user experience (runs 2-8), including decreasing the aspiration and dispense speeds, increasing the delay 
blowout, shutting off the movement blow and adding a volume offset, RI and CV had improved to 0.8% and 0.3%, 
respectively.  

Liquid Class Comparison 
To show the importance of selecting the correct liquid class, we tested human and horse serum using two different 
liquid class settings: Viscous LC and Serum LC (Figure 1). Results show that even when using a liquid class similar to, but 
not optimized for serum (Viscous LC), we see an under delivery > 5 μL. Both sera pipetted more accurately (≤3%) and 
precisely (≤3%) with a liquid class specifically tailored for their unique liquid handling properties (Serum LC). This shows 
the importance of using a liquid class that matches the liquid type used. 

Table 1.  Example ALH adjustment table for optimizing a default serum liquid class.
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Equivalency Testing
To compare the pipetting behaviors between 
SerumSub and four commercially available 
normal serum products (human, horse, rabbit, 
and rat), we dispensed each serum in a microtiter 
plate using the 8-channel head of the ALH, then 
weighed the plate to calculate volumes. Note 
that the relative density for each serum type 
was measured using high precision instruments 
and under controlled environment. These 
gravimetric results showed that the serum mimic 
consistently pipets similarly to a variety of sera at 
the five volumes measured (Figure 2). The same 
measurements were repeated with cold samples 
(4°C) and comparable results were obtained 
(data not shown). 

Figure 1. Mean volume (µL) measurements of human and horse serum with two 
different liquid classes, showing the importance of using a liquid class that matches 
the liquid type used. The dotted line represents the 25 µL target volume. Viscous LC 
and Serum LC are represented by orange and green bars, respectively. Tests were 
completed at room temperature (n=3 for each measurement). 
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Figure 2. Measured mean volume (µL) for each sera 
test solution; human, horse, rabbit, and rat compared 
to SerumSub A or SerumSub B at four target volumes; 
(A) 10 µL, (B) 25 µL, (C) 49.9 µL, (D) 100 µL, and (E) 
200 µL collected at room temperature. (n=3 for each 
measurement). Dotted line represents target volume.  
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Conclusion
In this whitepaper, we first used a 4-step method to demonstrate how to optimize a liquid handler for the specific 
liquids, tips, plates, temperature used in a particular assay.  We demonstrated that identifying and adjusting liquid class 
settings with like solutions is essential for accurate and precise liquid handling results. Artel SerumSub QualAssure 
solution for MVS displayed comparable rheological properties to commercially available sera and can be used for 
volume verification, calibration, and optimization in place of less similar alternatives. While the MVS provides results 
in agreement with the gravimetric method, it also offers better details, faster results, reduction in consumables used, 
reduces cost, and does not require specialized environmental conditions for operation. 
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Ratiometric Photometry – Gravimetry Comparison 
Next, we replicated the same measurements as above using the MVS, and compared those to our gravimetric 
results, with nearly identical outcomes (Figure 3). The standard deviation is slightly larger for the MVS results 
due to the well-to-well detail we gain with the MVS compared to the gravimetric method.  

Figure 3. Mean volume (µL) 
comparison at 10, 25 and 49.9µL 
between MVS (green bar)
and gravimetry (orange bar).               
The same plate was used for 
both MVS and gravimetric 
measurements. Tests were 
completed at room temperature. 
(n=3 for each measurement).  
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